
Robert Smith 
Mobile Application Developer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Highly motivated Mobile Application Developer with over 9 plus years of 
experience in Android. Extensive knowledge and hands-on experience 
working on Smartphone Applications. Proven ability to interface with 
customers, understand product requirements, and design proof of concept 
prototypes. Experience with several APIs for Android applications such as 
Google Maps, Google Places, Facebook, etc. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Mobile Application Developer
Wellsfargo -   2014 – Present 

Responsibilities:

 Working as Mobile Application Programmer and involved in diverse 
development platforms which include ios and writing UI automation and
XC test cases.

 Developing the design of the pages, and implementing the complex 
mobile applications design using UI kit, core graphics framework and 
core animations etc.

 Using the system configuration and reachability API for internet 
availability.

 Programming the SOAP web services with stored procedures for all 
projects within the company.

 Responsible for consuming the rest services, getting JSON response and
parsing them to get the required information.

 Using the web views, list views &amp; populated lists to display the lists
from the database using simple adapters.

 Experienced maintaining/bug-fixing or updating already build and 
released apps.

Mobile Application Developer
ABC Corp -   2009 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Contributed the best-in-class programming skills to develop highly 
innovative, consumer-facing iOS or Android apps.

 Wrote clean, maintainable code and performing peer code-reviews.
 Worked with other team members to investigate design approaches, 

prototype new technology and evaluated the technical feasibility.
 Worked in an Agile/Scrum environment to deliver high-quality software 

against aggressive schedules.
 Established the architectural principles, selected design patterns and 

then mentor team members.
 Implemented the custom native and React Native user interfaces using 

the latest iOS or Android programming techniques.
 Analyzed and optimized UI and back-end application code for efficiency 

and performance.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Objective-C, Xcode, 
Swift, IOS SDK, Android 
SDK, Java, Git, 
Javascript, HTML 5, CSS, 
Nodejs, MongoDB, 
Expressjs, Angularjs

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)

https://qwikresume.com/resume-samples/
https://qwikresume.com/free-resume-template-usage-guidelines/


Education

Masters in Master Of Computer Applications - 2006 to 2009(Jntu  - 
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh )BSC Computer Science - 2002 to 
2005(Andhra University  - Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh )
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